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The following essay is a background statement for an oral exchange between Cornell University legal scholar Professor Martha Fineman and me. This exchange was the concluding panel of the Democracy and Families conference held at Hofstra Law School, March 14-15, 2003. The new proposals for revising family law that recently have come from the American Law Institute (ALI) are the context of these remarks. These proposals would provide new default laws covering co-habitation and make social parenthood, rather than marriage, the center of family law. Some people, however, believe that this would effectively de-legalize marriage. Professor Fineman’s position is close to this but also somewhat different. She proposes making the mother-child relation, rather than the marital relation, the center of family law. I was asked in the article below to define “critical familism,” the tag my colleagues and I used to identify the constructive position that we developed in From Culture Wars to Common Ground: Religion and the American Family Debate (1997, 2000), the summary book for the first phase of the Religion, Culture, and Family Project. It is also the central idea of the book that Gloria Rodriguez and I wrote for the American Assembly titled Reweaving the Social Tapestry: Toward a Social Philosophy and Policy of Families (2001) and my recent Marriage and Modernization: How Globalization Threatens Marriage and What to Do about It (2003). Since my charge by the conference organizers was to explain the concept of critical familism, I do not directly address either ALI or Fineman, although critical familism does indeed have implications for these emerging legal proposals that I mention toward the end of my essay.

Critical familism is a concept that my colleagues and I developed to summarize our thinking during the first phase of the Religion, Culture, and Family Project – a research project located at the University of Chicago that deals with the possible relevance of the Western religious traditions to contemporary family issues. It is a summary of what we thought were the most abiding themes of that tradition – both Judaism and Christianity – as well as the best insights of contemporary human sciences such as sociology, psychology, and economics. It is a normative theory of family and marriage primarily intended to provide culture and civil society their ideals and practical strategies for family formation and marriage. Critical familism only indirectly has implications for family law. On the other hand, family law should do nothing to undermine this normative model and, in fact, do some things to support it. Critical familism places at the center of religiocultural aspirations and supports the equal-regard mother-father team with equal privileges and responsibilities in both the public worlds of politics and

employment and the more private realms of home, child rearing, and intergenerational care.¹

Critical familism is “critical” in that it attempts to expose, critique, and reform distortions of social, economic, and political power which function to block or undermine the free formation and support of the equal-regard mother-father partnership. It believes that the principles supporting such critique can be found within both the Jewish and Christian traditions and gleaned from insights drawn from contemporary moral philosophy. Even though critical familism fully acknowledges that marriage is not always chosen by everyone for the purposes of procreation and child care, as an institution with certain cultural, social, and legal entitlements and responsibilities, marriage should be defined primarily with its child rearing tasks envisioned as central.

Critical familism has a variety of other names in the current literature. Sociologist Brad Wilcox in a recent review of the family strategies of the mainline churches refers to it as “progressive familism” in contrast to “traditional familism” of the 1950s or “expressive liberationist” approaches.² Sociologist William Doherty, partially influenced by critical familism, has developed a perspective on family issues that he calls a “critical pro-marriage” point of view with implications for cultural, social, and legal reform.³

Critical familism is not primarily a legal theory, although it has implications for the law. It is basically a cultural strategy – indeed a religiocultural strategy – to be carried principally by the institutions of civil society. It envisions the task of reconstructing family and marriage along its theoretical lines as a complex cultural work that requires a delicate set of collaborations between civil society, government, market, and the specialized field of family law.⁴

**Religious Thinking and Public Discourse**

Critical familism believes that family theory informed by religious traditions has a right to contribute to public policy. It holds this because of the often overlooked symmetry of religious and so-called secular thought. Let me explain. Critical familism holds that all moral, political, and legal thinking – as expressions of practical wisdom (phronesis) – are complex interweavings of several dimensions of thought. These include deep metaphors conveying fundamental views of reality, general principles of moral obligation (e.g., utilitarian, ethical egoism, Kantian, the golden rule, neighbor love), assumed theories of premoral goods that satisfy central human needs, theories of natural and social-systemic patterns and constraints, and finally assumptions about preferred concrete practices, rules, and social roles.⁵ These five dimensions of practical wisdom can be uncovered through a process of empirical reconstruction of concrete instances of actual practical thinking in ways similar to how Jürgen Habermas uncovers his three validity claims.⁶ This is to say that a careful analysis of concrete instances
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of practical reason invariably demonstrates assumptions and judgments at these different levels.

Critical familism holds that the deep metaphors of all practical thinking have the status of faith-like assumptions; since such metaphors (e.g., organic, mechanistic, monistic, harmonistic, dualistic, or theistic) can be uncovered in all instances of practical thinking, the distinction between explicitly religious practical thinking and so-called secular moral, political, or legal practical thought is not categorical. Both allegedly secular and religious forms of practical rationality float on a veritable ocean of assumed metaphors about the basic structures of life, their directions, and their trustworthiness or lack of it. This rough commensurability of so-called religious and secular forms of practical reason means that positions on family theory informed by explicitly religious sources have the right to enter into deliberations aimed to shape public policy. Of course, in contrast to confessional criteria that have their authority within their respective traditions, for explicitly religiously informed family theories to gain a hearing in policy debates, they must advance their arguments in publicly accessible ways.

This can happen when religiously informed perspectives present themselves as mixed discourses in which faith affirmations expressed in metaphor and narrative are interwoven with moral arguments about the right and the good that can be expressed in publicly recognizable forms of philosophy and social theory. Most axial religions contain clear examples of such articulate blends of religious narrative and metaphor with philosophically identifiable forms of argument about the nature of the moral and premoral goods relevant to public policy. Roman Catholicism is informed by Aristotelianism and liberal Protestantism has been variously informed by Kantianism, American pragmatism, and existentialism. Furthermore, historical research reveals that the family theories of early Christianity contained insights from Aristotelian and Stoic philosophy. Mature forms of axial religions are almost always mixed discourses blending explicitly religious metaphors and narrative with moral-philosophical arguments that sometimes merge into political and economic judgments as well. The problem of linking the deep metaphors of practical thought to its more articulate moral and premoral judgments is a challenge not only for religious thinking; it is a challenge for so-called secular practical thought as well.

Critical familism with its vision of the equal-regard mother-father partnership is grounded on a complex, mixed religio-philosophical discourse of this kind. At its most abstract formulation, the idea of equal regard is what William Frankena called a "mixed- deontological" concept. It defines the marital contract as a complex social covenant. The covenant between husband and wife is to treat each other as ends and never as objects or means of satisfaction alone. Used as a mixed-deontological concept, it also contains a strong teleological subdimension that entails the obligation to actively work for the good of one’s marital partner in all spheres of life, both private and public. The equal-regard covenant or status is a theory of mutuality and is thoroughly reversible; it applies...

with equal force to both husband and wife. But because of the asymmetrical nature of male and female investments on certain matters such as procreation and child care, the equal-regard covenant does not necessary imply moment-by-moment identical treatment, although it does require equality over the marital life cycle.

The equal-regard covenant is primarily a religiocultural ideal promoted and implemented by the institutions of civil society. It would be a guide to socialization in family, schools, and religious institutions in their various forms of marriage education, preparation, and support. Government and market should do nothing to undermine the equal-regard covenant and do what they reasonably can to support it. Law in its various forms does not have the primary responsibility for promoting it but should be seen as a source of friendly assistance.

Sources of Critical Familism and the Equal-Regard Covenant

Even though at its core, the equal-regard covenant is a mixed deontological concept, it also has many sources and several levels of additional meaning adhering to it. It takes seriously what Hans-Georg Gadamer would call the “classics” of Western religious and philosophical traditions on marriage and family. For instance, it honors the Ur-myth of Genesis I that gives the dignity of the *imago Dei* (Gen. 1: 27) to both male and female and that also grants equal responsibility to both in procreation and “dominion” (generally interpreted as economic responsibility) (Gen. 1:28). In addition to these classic texts of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, the equal-regard doctrine of critical familism takes seriously the Aristotelian theory of friendship between husband and wife as the sharing of utility, pleasure, and virtue — especially the Thomistic enrichment of these concepts with Aquinas’s attribution of the imago Dei to the wife as well as the husband. This was a significant yet still incomplete step toward balancing Aristotle’s theory of proportional justice between husband and wife. Critical familism also values medieval canon law and Thomistic accomplishments that made uncoerced consent on the part of both husband and wife as central to the definition of marriage.

Thomas Aquinas provides critical familism with some additional insights. Aquinas could agree with those contemporary feminists who hold that the primordial family is the mother-infant dyad. The question for Aquinas, as it is for contemporary evolutionary psychologists, was this: *What are the conditions which led to the momentously important cultural accomplishment of human males joining the mother-infant dyad and contributing to the provision and care for their offspring and consorts?* His answer (also parallel to that given by contemporary evolutionary psychology, but of course without its theory of evolution) contained several elements. The long period of human infant dependency, the father’s recognition and certainty that the child was his (what

evolutionary theorists call “paternal recognition” and “paternal certainty”), sexual exchange, and mutual assistance between father and mother gradually brought the human male to assist the mother-infant dyad. These are the naturalistic foundations of matrimony which religion and culture sanction and stabilize but do not directly create.

Both Aquinas and much of contemporary evolutionary psychology assume that this was an enormous social and cultural achievement that distinguishes humans from almost all other creatures at the mammalian level. My research suggests that other medieval scholars from different faith traditions such as the Jewish Nachmanides and the Islamic Al-Ghazali also recognized something like this naturalistic archeology of the marital institution. Marriage as sacrament for Aquinas and marriage as a one-flesh covenant for Nachmanides and Al-Ghazali gave this male connection with the mother-infant dyad the additional stability and reinforcement of sacredness. The sacred character of sacrament and covenant convert the logic of mutual advantage (the logic of costs and benefits) to the logic of mutual obligation and respect; costs and benefits are not ignored but they now become secondary. Marriage law since the Protestant Reformation, in most Western societies, has in some way recognized for most of this period the priority of the logic of sacred obligation in the marital contract and covenant.

Sacred concepts endow with intrinsic value the human arrangements that they bless. These arrangements are seen to have such intrinsic value that they are regarded as protected and sanctioned as termini for entire ranges of important but less valuable instrumental goods. Until recent decades, Western law has developed certain legal and philosophical concepts that honor understandings of marriage as sacrament (Catholicism, Hinduism), covenant (Judaism, Islam, Protestantism), “one flesh” union (Judaism, Catholicism, Hinduism, and Protestantism) without sanctioning any one model of the sacred. The concepts of “status” and more secularized versions of “covenant” are designed to serve this legal and cultural function of supporting and stabilizing this nearly unique human accomplishment of joining the father to the mother-infant dyad.

There are additional sources for the ideal of the equal-regard mother-father marital covenant. Of course, Kant and his followers such as John Rawls and Susan Okin are sources of this concept. But critical familism adds additional twists to the Kantian formulation. First, it holds that it is precisely the task of both husband and wife in the equal-regard covenant to promise publicly before the state, friends, extended family, and, if religious, before relevant communities of faith that they will treat one another as ends and never only as means. Hence, the equal-regard marital covenant is also a covenant with other spheres of society beyond the husband-wife dyad. This makes the equal-regard covenant simultaneously both thoroughly private and thoroughly public. It is public in that its promises start with the conjugal couple but also include a variety of spheres beyond it. It is thoroughly private in that neither state nor market should interfere

except in emergencies and for support; both state and market must avoid disrupting or replacing the tasks of the conjugal couple as parents and lovers.

Second, in contrast to Kant, the mixed deontological logic of the equal-regard covenant implies that this public pledge also entails equally strong efforts to actualize the welfare of the other (the good of the other) as well as any offspring of their union. But, as Kant himself recognized, his categorical imperative had its predecessors in the golden rule and the Jewish and Christian principle of neighbor love and their various analogues in other religions.

Finally, it should be emphasized that the equal-regard marital covenant is about the conjugal couple and not necessarily the neo-local nuclear family isolated from the rest of society. The equal-regard covenant and critical familism are ecological concepts designed to define families as democracies of work and affection interacting with, contributing to, and supported by wider social and natural networks.

Critical Familism as Antidote to Modernization

The ideal of the equal-regard covenant also is informed by various historical and sociological trends. The development of democratic polities and modernization in Western societies gradually has been interpreted to require something like the equal-regard covenant. The processes of early modernization drew men in the nineteenth century into the wage economy and out of dependence on farm and craft-based economies centered in the extended family. In the twentieth century, modernization and industrialization drew women into the wage economy and away from exclusive economic dependence on husbands. These social processes decreased forced economic dependencies and have had a democratizing influence on marriage and family.

It should be noted, however, that the concept of the equal-regard marital covenant is both compatible with modernization and an antidote to its excesses. Both husband and wife have access to the fruits of the modernizing process. But Habermas argues that the blind processes of modernization also tend to “colonize” the lifeworld of face-to-face social interactions (neighborhoods, families, and marriage) and reduce them to the cost-benefit logics and functional universalism of efficient market productivity. The equal-regard marital covenant places strong limitation on these disruptive excesses of market forms of modernization. Although critical familism supports appropriate welfare measures, it also places strong limitations on bureaucratic forms of modernization that attempt to remedy the disruptions of families with dependency-inducing forms of assistance that actually encourage further family fragmentation. Critical familism follows the thinking of Roman Catholic subsidiarity teaching; neither government nor market should interfere with or attempt to replace the investments of kin altruism located in the mother-father

Both spheres of society – but especially government – should be willing to assist families (and indeed all families with children, be they intact yet poor, single-parent families, or same-sex families) when the need is clear and beyond remedy by other means.

**Practical Strategies**

Since critical familism is primarily a theory and strategy for the culture-building and socializing tasks of the institutions of civil society, recommendations for concrete strategies should begin there. The first task is to both recover and reconstruct our inherited marriage and family traditions. Neither the general public nor the specialized professions of law, medicine, education or therapy understand these traditions. Most people do not comprehend the complex interweaving of Jewish and Christian teachings, Greek philosophy, Roman and German law, and Enlightenment philosophy that have gone into the formation of Western marriage and family traditions. But the retrieval and reconstruction of these traditions also will require a nuanced dialogue between them and more newly visible traditions in Western societies such as Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, and Confucianism. Critical familism believes that neither our family culture nor our public policies should be developed in such a way as to marginalize either the classics of the Western religions that have shaped our culture or the traditions once thought to be exotic but now are part of our daily lives and may have insights to contribute.

The task of the future is to both retrieve and reconstruct all these traditions and find fruitful analogies (not necessarily identities) between them for the purposes of rough cultural consensus. Research by both the Emory Center for the Interdisciplinary Study of Religion and the Religious Consultation on Population, Reproductive Health, and Ethics suggests that all these classic religions have significant strands that are roughly analogous to the central ideas of critical familism. The goal of this ecumenical retrieval and reconstruction should not be to dictate either public policy or the details of family law. The purpose instead would be to help develop a loose cultural consensus to which public policy and law would be both sensitive and, indeed, respectful.

Critical familism believes that the accomplishment of the Protestant Reformation that made marriage a public institution but one that could be blessed by religious institutions should be retained. This achievement should be preserved now, however, with broad sensitivity to the variety of religious traditions that make up the American social reality.

The development of a powerful culture of critical familism requires more than historical retrieval and reconstruction. It also necessitates effective systems of socialization. Marriage is a complex intersubjective communicative process that needs advanced levels of “communicative competence.” Furthermore, there
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are analogies between the skills, privileges, and responsibilities of driving an automobile and the skills, privileges, and responsibilities of marriage and child rearing. To take the comparison further, there are similar material and economic costs and benefits to health, safety, pleasure, and utility in both marriage and driving a car. Hence, just as we train people to drive well and safely, society through its various educational and religious institutions should teach people to handle the communicative, cultural, and bio-economic realities of marriage. This is primarily a task for the institutions of civil society rather than law or government, although both can, in limited ways, support this cultural task.

The market is not the primary locus for promoting critical familism. But it can make essential contributions. In addition to a broad array of family friendly provisions, business and industry should take rapid steps toward implementing what critical familism has called the 60-hour workweek option for married couples with children, to be divided between husband and wife 30-30 or 40-20. It follows that single-parents should be offered 30-hour workweek options and that work requirements for single parents on welfare should not exceed 30 hours per week.27 These options should be offered with health benefits, and in the case of welfare, single parents also should receive child care, medical insurance, and transportation supports. Through the instrument of the 60-hour workweek option, critical familism simultaneously supports the modernizing process but also limits its mindless spread into family life.

This proposal reveals the radical edge to critical familism. Limiting the time and energy that parents dedicate to the wage economy is essential for shaping a society in which the privileges and responsibilities of the public and private spheres of life are equally available to all parents. This recommendation makes critical familism truly progressive in contrast to other contemporary options. The conservative political and religious right wants to contain the spread of the market into private life by retaining the 19th century solution of the divided spheres that placed men in the public realm and women in the domestic realm. Critical familism differs from liberal feminism that would give women full access to the market but has few proposals to radically contain it other than government and business support for child care. Critical familism differs from gynocentric legal feminists who emphasize the elevated status of mothering before law and government but have few proposals to limit the demands of market rationality.

Critical Familism and Family Law

Finally, critical familism has proposals relevant to the law even though law and government are not its primary points of leverage for marriage and family reform. Critical familism is fully aware that the modernizing process has done much to break down old cultural pressures and economic dependencies that functioned to support stable marriage formation. As a consequence, there has been more divorce, nonmarital births, and alternative family patterns in modernizing

societies. Abundant social-science research has accumulated since the early 1990s indicating that these marriage and family disruptions have not been good for the health and well-being of either children or adults.\textsuperscript{28} These negative trends are now showing signs of slowing in the U.S., although not in other parts of the world where they seem to be gaining momentum.\textsuperscript{29}

Whether coming or going, these trends are serious enough to require government policies and family law to develop fair and equitable ways for handling family disruption and the strains of divorce, custody, single parenthood, and out-of-wedlock births. But in addressing these issues, law and public policy should not attempt to develop alternative family and marriage cultures that would require heroic redefinitions of inherited cultural patterns. Efforts to delegalize the marital relation and grant legal status only to parenthood, or perhaps mainly to mothers, would be ineffective and culturally destructive from the perspective of critical familism. They also would arrogate far too much cultural and social power over family matters to law and public policy.\textsuperscript{30}

There are, however, steps that law and policy should take to encourage and support the equal-regard marriage and family and, at the same time, provide a range of universal supports and remedies for all families with children. Policies that would remove the marriage penalty can be recommended. The increase of child tax exemptions and child credits for all families regardless of their form is also clearly in order. Advances in marriage education have been made that are sufficiently researched to justify making it widely available to teens and young people throughout society.\textsuperscript{31} Government support of experiments in marriage education, generally offered by various agencies of civil society, is consistent with centuries-old state interests in marriage as a civil institution. From the perspective of critical familism, state-mandated marriage education at the level of secondary schools, as now exists in Florida, is an acceptable idea.\textsuperscript{32} as are experiments in covenant marriage now being conducted in Louisiana, Arizona, and Arkansas.\textsuperscript{33} State encouragement of intersector cooperation on marriage education between religion, medicine, welfare agencies, and schools, as is being pursued in Oklahoma, is also worth studying.\textsuperscript{34} Children-first legislation that would require the filing of long-term financial plans for children at the time of divorce as proposed by Mary Ann Glendon, Katherine Spaht, and William Galston have considerable merit as well.\textsuperscript{35}

Finally, government should pass legislation that encourages business and industry to provide more 20- and 30-hour workweeks with benefits to make more widely attainable the 60-hour workweek for couples with children and the 30-hour week for single parents. Government should take the radical step of curtailing the spread of market demands into the intimate rhythms of families and child care.

As indicated above, the equal-regard covenant recognizes the existence of male-female asymmetries in their respective investments in procreation and child care.

In fact, an ethic of equal regard demands additional protections for vulnerable mothers during childbirth and the early years of child care. Similarly, critical familism recognizes the need for additional cultural and social inducements for fathers and husbands to commit to child and spousal support. Because of these asymmetries, it is reasonable for culture and law to give preferential rights and support to mothers in custody matters. But this should not be done at the expense of exempting fathers from their legal responsibilities to assist in guiding and financially supporting their offspring except in clear instances of incapacity or unfitness. Of course, in some instances, these features of incapacity and unfitness may equally apply to the mother, thereby overriding legal and cultural presumptions in her favor.

But it is best for those of us who do not specialize in the law not to become buried in the legal details. It is safer for me to stay at the level of general frameworks, reasserting my belief that marriage and family matters are primarily works of culture to be addressed in civil society and only secondarily matters that can be promoted or remedied by government policy, the market, or the details of family law.
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4 For the idea of marriage reconstruction as a cultural work, see Don Browning, *Marriage and Modernization*, pp. 24-29.
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Habermas, marriage, communicative competence and discourse ethics are relevant to family dialogue as well. See and its implications for political procedures, in an era when economic dependence no longer unifies

Social Science and Moral Obligation comes from the Emory Center for the Interdisciplinary Study of Religion, see Browning to Common Ground between the naturalism of Aquinas and evolutionary psychology, see Browning, et. al., Benjamin/Cummings Publishing, 1985), pp. 203-38. For a more detailed summary of this comparison (Hawthorne, NY: Aldine de Gruyter, 1992); Robert Trivers, Social Evolution (Menlo Park, CA: Benjamin/Cummings Publishing, 1985), pp. 203-38. For a more detailed summary of this comparison between the naturalism of Aquinas and evolutionary psychology, see Browning, et. al., From Culture Wars to Common Ground, pp. 111-127.

Although Habermas develops the idea of communicative competence in relation to his discourse ethics and its implications for political procedures, in an era when economic dependence no longer unifies marriage, communicative competence and discourse ethics are relevant to family dialogue as well. See Habermas, Moral Consciousness and Communicative Action, pp. 120, 209.
For further discussions of the 60-hour workweek for couples with children and the 30-hour workweek for single parents, see Browning, et. al., *From Culture Wars to Common Ground*, pp. 316-318, 327-328; Browning and Rodriguez, *Reweaving the Social Tapestry*, pp. 128-130; and the final consensus statement of the Ninety-Seventh American Assembly attached to *Reweaving the Social Tapestry*, p. 190.


For summaries of the new international trends, see Linda Waite and Maggie Gallagher (eds.) *The Ties that Bind: Perspectives on Marriage and Cohabitation* (New York: Aldine de Gruyter, 2000).


